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ABSTRACTION 

 

Interpretation child worker toward education right to look is difficult realization, long still many 

industrialist is to be legality child power in his factory. The problem child woker certenly 

difficult for in finidhed, because link together among education problems, child right basic, 

family economy and goverment intelegent about child worker. The research is to do in area 

Mbaran Wonokoyo Kedungkandang Malang.  

This research to have a porpuse for discrabe three problems are: the fist what interpretation child 

worker toward education right, second is child motivation for work, at last how to 

implementation goverment intelegent about child worker in factory.  

There are study methode to use is kualitatif deskriptif analize. Sources data to use is sources 

primer and seconder. Methode gathering data with use interview, observation and document. For 

collect sample with use purposive sample and cluster sample.  

The research result achievement according to general is in Mbaran area, conscious populations 

for important meaning of education still low. Many child is still school age but, must to stop 

school and work. Many factor is to influence or motivation child for work, to be able from 

internal or eksternal factors. But the way can take the same basic problems there are five big 

problems are: limited cost or low economy, responsibility as oldest child, frend influence, to 

avoid young to married and wish her self. Beside that community culture is more the emphasize 

occupation”Haji” than scholar, although community stereotype about unnecessary high school 

provided that read and write is that enough. 

After that to touch goverment intelegent about child worker in factory obvious many to happen 

over law case. Between other to happen exploitation toward child worker is to cover are: wages 

to accept only a half from wages old worker, work hour is long start from 9 until 12 hour the day, 

there aren’t protection work and different treath although work place with old worker. Actually 

this problem to happen because condition area is isolated, so that far from control or monitoring 

from Disnaker. So that this condition vry beneficial for entrepreneur to legalitation child worker 

in his factory. Beside too there are form sociation is related and to influence among three item 

(Factory, Parent and Child worker). 

On the research result, if measure with UU No.13/2003 about labour union therefore to be 

different and many over law. So that nathing opportunity child worker for school while work. 

After that negative impact is to appear from work in young age between other than: without 

conscious basic need or they basic tight as childrent unfulfilled, from consideration can old 

before time, in invirontment work easy exploitation, has attitude pessimist is at last can to kill 

influence imajination although in to expand or future progress child worker. Has accept is at last 

can to kill creative in self indicate on child worker.  



Because of from research result to hope to all link authority on general and community or parent 

in particular, can to do with social protection and social security in expedient to attention child 

education and protection toward child worker, with for to endever purpose child worker in order 

to they have opportunity is better big for to develop according to independent 

 


